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T hough the origin of a few of the earliest ideas of physical science can now be traced in embryonic form in Hindu and even in Chinese writers, it was through the speculations of Greek philosophers that inquiry into the system of nature first impressed itself upon the European mind with marvellous illuminating power. From the time of the earliest of these philosophers to the present, four great epochs of scientific activity may be discerned. The first epoch, as is to be expected, contains the origin of man y departmen ts of physical science. In the succeeding eras these branches of knowledge became more highly developed; and finally, in the present period, it 14 6 l I I I I , is for t he first time becoming possi ble to state clearly the problem of the nature of t he universe and-to distinguis h t he avenues of approach to its solution . Of these periods the first and last are, therefore, the most significant in their relation to the problem of the physical world, while the intervening periods a re remarkable fo r th e extension of knowledge and the elevation of phenomena into principles. It is especially worthy of note that out of the early speculations on physical science philo--soph y itself arose. Most appropriate, therefore, is the present tendency of physical science to resume its basic philosophical character. T he fir st epoch of science began wi th Thales (640-546 B.C.), the merchan t of Miletus, the founder of science and philosophy, the chief of the seven wise men of Greece; it las ted about seven hundred years with intermittent outburs ts of activity and ended with Ptolemy of Alexandria about 130 A.D. Thales introduced the fruit ful idea of the existence of a sin gle elementary substance from which, by innumerable modifications, all other materials in the world were compounded. T hough his choice of water as the primary elemen t, a most fertile hypothesis for the age, and the rival selections of ear th, air, and fire by succeeding philosophers were, from the modern point of view, all equally absurd, yet t he idea of one etern al elemen t always the same in essence but infinitel y varied in its manifestations to sense was thereb y in troduced to the Greek mind and thus to the world. It now forms one of the most fundamental problems of modern science. Thales also recorded the discovery of electricity by referring to the electrification of amber when rubbed with silk. Further, he mentioned the property of magnetism and successfull y predicted an eclipse of the sun for May 28,585 B.C., possibly the most brilliant achievement of ancient science.
In this period arose the rival speculations on the continuity or discontinuity of matter. Anaxagoras and Aristotle maintained the thesis that mat ter was continuous in s tructure and, therefore, infinitely divisible; while Democri tus and the poetic exposi tor of science, Lucretius, upheld the theory that matter was composed of atoms and could not, therefore, be divisible beyond the limit of these ultimate particles.
In the realm of astronomy; the Pythagoreans, who originated about 570 B.C., introduced into Greece, possi bly from Babylonian sources, a theory of the cosmos as a system of concentric circles rotating about a central fire. These ideas were carried by their migration into Magna Graecia (Italy), and, after many successive modifications, .the original scheme became heliocentric when Aristarchus of Samos (about 250 B.C.) suggested the hypothesis that the earth moved round the sun. This was the alternative . hypothesis which Copernicus preferred. For through the opposition of Archimedes, whose authority in physical science in that age was supreme, the heliocen tric theory was set aside as repugnant to common sense. Thus the way was prepared for Hipparchus (I30 B.C.) who introduced the rival geocentric, or earth-centre, theory of the solar system, which was so elegantly elaborated by Ptolemy ( I30 A.D.) that it commanded the universal assen t of scholars for fourteen cen turies un til the time of Copernicus.
If, as the Pythagoreans contended and Aristotle really proved, the earth was a rotating sphere freely poised in space and revolving round the sun, some force must exist to keep it in its orbit. It is now believed that the Pythagoreans speculated on the principle of In the acute minds of this school of philosophers, therefore, the idea of gravitation first dawned upon the world. More definite was the opinion of Plutarch (50-120 A.D.), who gave a clear expression of gravitation in the first cen tury of our era. These ideas, essen tial to the heliocentric theory, were either repugnant or unknown to Hipparchus and Ptolemy, who revived the conception of crystal spheres concen tric wi th the earth, which had also been suggested by the Pythagoreans and utilized by Eudoxus to account for the movements of planets, sun, and stars., -
In the mystic minds of the Pythagoreans, numbers and their relationships became associated with the phenomena of the universe. These mathematical tendencies of their teaching stamp them as the founders of mathematical physics, a subject which later under the genius of Newton and his successors has brought every part of the universe wi thin the scope of rna thematical law. As an essential part of their view of ' the world, the Pythagoreans had considered 1t to be made, up of discrete particles to which number could be applied. Later, rival philosophers, including n' otably Parmenides and Zeno, insisted that the fundamental ultra-phenomenal substance was One not Many, in sharp opposition to those who maintained the universe to be constituted of many parts, divisible, changeable, movable. To combat these ideas, Zeno ironically maintained that in such a world motion would be impossible and self-contradictory, by affirming that a body cannot move either where it is or where it is not. For obviously a body cannot move where it does not happen to be, nor if it has position can it also be in motion.
He thus sets forth the idea that position and velocity are mutually exclusive characteristics of a body. To this extraordinary dilemmatic argument allusion will be made in discussing the last epoch of physics.
From this brief resume of the earliest era of science, it is clear that the versatile Greek mind had grasped the idea not merely of elementary substances but of a single primary substance to which the natural world in every aspect could be referred. The rival hypotheses of atomicity and continuity of matter were also developed and critically examined. Electricity and magnetism were experimentally recognized, and gravitation was a subject of speculation. The antagonistic heliocentric and geocen tric theories of the world were weighed against each other, and the latter, unfortunately, accepted. The incompatibility of position and motion of bodies was clearly pointed out. Light and colour were subjects of speculation though little or nothing of significance emerged from the discussions. The doctrine of energy seems almost completely to have escaped detection, though the word itself and a suggestion of its use occur in Aris-. to tie.
The long period of extraordinary brilliance came to a close. In the succeeding barren thirteen centuries of the Dark Ages, Greek scientific ideas were neglected and at last forgotten except in so far as they had received· the approval of Aristotle . . At length the silence of the centuries was broken. With the publication of his treatise On the Motions qf the Celestial Worlds by Copernicus in 1543, the Revival of Learning had at length brough t forth the renaissance of science. The rise of Copernicus opened the second era of investigation, which lasted about two and a half centuries, and again a galaxy of genius, culminating in Newton, illumined the world. Copernicus revived the' Pythagorean doctrine of the universe, which he fortified with such invincible arguments that the Ptolemaic system, in spite of its venerable prestige, the supporting efforts of scholars, ' and the enormous favouring influence of the Papacy, crumbled helplessly though slowly before them. Copernicus was succeeded by the noble Danish astronomer, Tycho Brahe, who devoted his industrious life to the accumulation of accurate observations of the positions -of the planets in their revolutions round the sun, thus supplying the material required by his friend and pupil, Kepler, the founder of mathematical astronomy. Kepler assumed the laborious task of determining the type of planetary orbit that would fit the observations with preClSlOn. 'iVith astounding perseverance and resourcefulness during more than six years of incessant calculations, he tried circles and combinations of circles, but to no avail. The ancient philosophers had deeply inculcated the ideas that the circle was the perfect curve, and, since nature was perfect, that the orbits of the planets must accordingly be circular. These restrictions Kepler finally abandoned and speedily announced his first great discovery, that planetary orbits were ellipses. But a still greater triumph awaited Kepler. He discovered that the product of the square of the speed of a planet and its distance from the sun was constant for all the planets. The implications of this law are far-more profound than appears on the surface. It proved that the same force opera tes on all the planets and tha t the force acts Independently of the kinds or states of matter of which the planets are composed. Thus for the first time was proved the essential unity of the physical world.
Parallel with the discoveries of Kepler were those of Galileo, "the restorer of reason in Italy" and the founder of modern experimental sCience. The ancient philo-sophical doctrine that the velocities of falling bodies were proportional to their weights, that is, that heavy bodies fell faster than ligh t ones, was accepted on the authority of Aristotle without question for two thousand years. In the presence of the whole University of Pisa, Galileo ascended the famous leaning tower ' and simultaneously let fall two unequal weights. Both struck the ground at the same instant, and with them fell the whole system of speculative science divorced from experiment. The simplicity of the experimental method thus dramatically inaugurated, and the incontrovertible nature of its evidence, swept it victoriously over the most determined opposition of the age and established it as the accepted mode of investigation of the phenomena of nature.
Galileo also partially elucidated the characteristics of uniform and accelerated motions with their relation to the forces which produced them. It is remarkable that Kepler and Galileo both failed to realize the significance of each other's work, and consequently the two lines of investigation so closely connected remained apart until Newton brought them together in his gravitational system of the world.
Contemporary with Kepler in Germany and Galileo in Italy, was the philosopher Descartes, in France. In his speculations On the constitution of the universe, he assumed the world to be filled with moving matter, in some places forming huge whirlpools in the centres of which were stars or suns while on the rims were the planets. Even so absurd a system of the world secured the assent of scholars for a century. Upon this hypothesis Newton himself received his early training. It had two merits at least, for it ended the Aristotelian distinction between sublunary matter and that in the stars, and, by referring all motions to well-known mechanical actions, it banished the spirits and genii which even Kepler had assumed as the guardians of planetary motions.
The stage was now set for the advent of Newton. By his proof of the law of gravitation he showed that a simple mechanism of forces of attraction, varying inversely as the square of the distances between bodies, was able to explain the laws of Kepler and all the motions of the planets without the material vortices imagined by Descartes. An immaterial and highly rarefied ether replaced the gross interstellar matter of the Cartesian world and at one stroke reduced the motions of the universe to a rational mathematical system.
In this period of science the Hon. Robert Boyle, facetiously known as the" father of chemistry and the uncle of the Earl of Cork," clarified the most puzzling problem of chemistry-one that had baffled all investigators from the time. of Thales-by defining an element as a substance out of which nothing simpler can be obtained. . Compounds, therefore, were combinations of elements. By both Newton and Boyle the atomic theory of matter was revived. In the same period the interest in electricity and magnetism had been reawakened and knowledge greatly extended by the experimental researches of Dr. Gilbert, the physician of Queen Elizabeth.
The contributions of physical science in this era from Copernicus to Newton may be readily summarized. The problem of elementary substances was largely solved; new phenomena of electricity and magnetism were discovered; the system of the world established on a secure foundation; and the unity of the planetary system, and, indeed, of the universe, demonstrated. To Newton the world is indebted for the analysis of white light into the spectrum, a discovery which in recen t times has been developed on a gigantic scale. For it has given us a .large proportion of our knowledge of the atom, and by its application to stellar radiation it has demonstrated that the chemical elements of the earth, and these alone, are also to be found throughout the universe. The universe had thus become unified in matter and energy as well as in mathematical law. Newton also espoused a corpuscular theory of light which, after rejection for a century, has now been shown to be at least partially true.
The third era of physical science, which covered the nineteenth century, opened in 1786 when . Galvani, a physician of Bologna, made the se n~ational discovery . that electricity applied simultaneously to the muscle and nerve of a frog's leg caused it to exhibit life-like contractions. This experiment attracted the attention of Volta, and his discovery of the electric current quickly followed. In fairly rapid succession came the discovery that rhe electric curren t exerted a magnetic force, and the enormously important converse discovery by Faraday that an electric current can be generated in a wire by moving it in a magnetic field. These two great principles are the foundation of ali practical applications of electricity to industry and communication. By the genius of Clerk Maxwell the mathematical theory of electricity and magnetism was developed and resulted in the remarkable theore tical discovery of electromagnetic waves, which Hertz in Germany speedily found a method of producing and detecting. These discoveries have now been applied practically to wireless telegraphy, radio-broadcasting, and television, with consequen t revolutions in the science of communication . At the close of this remark-154 [ r , PHYSICAL SCIENCE ANCIENT AND MODERN able era of discovery, Helmholtz made the important suggestion, based upon the discoveries of Faraday, that electricity, like matter, was probably atomic in structure.
Parallel with the extension of knowledge of electricity and magnetism, were the discoveries in heat and energy. During the eighteenth century heat was regarded as a weigh t1ess substance. The suspicions of Rumford having been aroused as to the correctness of this hypothesis, he conducted a series of experimen ts which proved that heat was a form of molecular energy, a conclusion also powerfully supported by Sir Humphrey Davy. The coincident applications of the principles of heat to engines led not only to discoveries of the widest practical value but also to the theoretical development of the doctrine of energy. The idea that energy, like matter, could neither be created nor destroyed by finite means, or the conservation of energy, as it is termed, was first suggested by Mayer and then by Helmholtz in Germany, and finally established as a law by the experimental researches of Joule in Manchester. To the extension of its principles the mathematical genius of Lord Kelvin was largely devoted.
At the beginning of the cen tury, Young discovered the principle of interference of light by which two identical rays of light might be combined to produce darkness. According to the Newtonian corpuscular theory of light no such effect could possibly occur. The undulatory theory of light, set forth by Huygens before Newton, was accordingly established on a strong experimental basis. The mathematical researches of Clerk Maxwell proved that light waves possessed an electromagnetic character, while Faraday and others had previously shown light to be susceptible to magnetic and electric influences.
ISS THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY
While innumerable extensions of knowledge occurred in this century of rem arkable progress, the chief advances, so far as physical science is concerned, lay in the subjects mentioned. At the beginning of this era, electricity, magnetism, and light were separate sciences; at the close they were consolidated in to a single science as different aspects of the behaviour of electricity. The doctrine of the conservation of energy, unknown at the beginning of the century, was developed in sixty years in to a principle of commanding importance. The progress of chemistry had greatly increased the num ber of recognized chemical elements whose properties Mendeleyev had shown to be periodic functions of their atomic weights. The elemen tary atoms, therefore, were proved to be no mere chance en ti ties, bu t the plan of their structure was evidently subject to some fundamental but unknown law.
So far-reaching and satisfac tory were the achievements of physics in this great era of science, that in the opinion of many investigators the age of fundamental discovery had closed. A distinguished engineer once remarked to the writer that about the year 1890 he had decided upon a career in electrical engineering because he considered physics had reached the highest development of which it was susceptible.
No interval of time but only of ideas separated the third and fourth eras of physics. In the year 1895 came the announcement of the discovery of X-rays by Roent-. gen, and the following year the discovery of radioactivity by Becquerel, which inaugurated a fourth era of physics destined to accomplish greater revolutions in this branch of science than any previously. achieved. Amidst the bewildering multitude of new discoveries in all parts of the science, three main lines of advancing knowledge, atomic physics, cosmical physics, and field physics, may now be discerned, which, it is confidently hoped, wi.!1 ultimately lay bare the nature of the physical world.
The third era of physics closed with the view still unquestioned that atoms were indivisible. At the beginning of the fourth period, Sir J. J. Thomson and his co-workers began their brilliant series of experimen ts on the phenomena exhibited by the discharge of electricity through vacuum tubes in which were residual traces of gases. Aided by his powerful mathematical genius, he succeeded in establishing the existence of matter in a sub-atomic or corpuscular state. The indivisible atom of the ages was now divided. Each corpuscle possessed mass and an electric charge, and all corpuscles, whatever their source, had identical properties. The mass and charge were measured, and by Millikan the corpuscle was isolated. Speedily the distinction between matter and electrici ty was successfully challenged and the corpuscle, under the name of electron; was proved to be an atom of negative electricity. By this profoundly important achievement electricity was shown to possess an atomic structure and matter to be identified with it.
Parallel wi th the discoveries of Thomson and his school wen; those of Professor and Madame Curie in Paris and of Rutherford in Montreal, the.former of whom succeeded in isolating radium as a new element, and the latter in analysing the complex rays which Becquerel had discovered to be emitted by radio-active elements. These rays are now known as alpha rays or streams of electrically positive helium atoms, beta rays or streams of negatively charged electrons, and gamma rays or short X-rays. To account for the origin of these rays, Ru therford suggested a disin tegrable planetary type of '57 atom with a central nucleus composed of protons, or atoms of positive electricity cemented together by electrons, surrounded by electrons which, like "planets, revolved about the nucleus. Since the heavy element, radium, in some of its transformations emitted atoms of the light element helium, the mediaeval doctrine of the transmutation of elements, in modern times held to be absurd, was sensationally revived and incorporated in science as a fund amen tal principle. It was found by Moseley, a lamented victim of the disastrous Gallipoli expedition of the Great War, that an elemen t existed for every whole number from one to ninety-two. At least ninety-two different ~inds of atoms, therefore, exist, all of which are formed of electrons and protons in regularly increasing numbers. Thus the periodic recurrence of properties of elements, which Mendeleyev noted, is fully accou n ted for, . For a time the atom was viewed as merely a diminutive solar system with an ideally simple structure. Anomalies of behaviour gradually emerged which led to new ideas of electronic structure. Then wave mechanics arose and has finally prevailed, in which an electron is regarded as a tiny group of still tinier waves in the ether with no other substantial existence. The electron in essence, but not in state, is identified with the ether. Just what the proton is cannot yet be ascertained; other than electrically it behaves oppositely to the electron.
But the atom is not merely a passive structure. It is the active recipient of energy and the radiator of light. But for atoms to receive energy implies that energy itself is divisible into discrete portions; and it is the brilliant achievement of Planck to have shown that energy is communicated to atoms in elementary units called by the vague Latin name of quanta. I t now tran-I I " I I I spires that light itself in the atom behaves as ifit also were corpuscular, and, as such, an elementary qu antity of ligh t is called a photon. To add to the growing and embarrassing complexity of the atom, two new parts have been recently di scovered: neutrons which are electrically neutral combinations of electrons and protons, and positrons which seem to be enlarged proto' ns.
All parts of the atom apparently have a fundamental undulatory character; and if the ether is continuous in structure, which is at present assumed, it is only by their wave structure that atoms or groups of atoms have the power of motion. ' For a solid structure could not move in a conti nuous med ium. A continuous ether implies, therefore, an undula,tory atomic structure.
Three distinctive forces of attraction emanate from each atom, gravitational, electric, and magnetic forces, all of which have the same law so far as the distance through which they act is concerned. The atom must have a structure which receives, holds, and emits energy in radiant form; it has the property of chemical activity or of inertness; it possesses mass and exerts the three forces mentioned. The electric force arises from the electrical nature of its constitution, the gravitation from its differentiation from the ether, and the magnetic force chiefly from the spinning and orbi tal motions of the electrons. A world in itself is the atom and a perfect knowledge of its structure will carry with it perfect knowledge of the origin and character of the forces of nature.
Problems of equal importance arise from the aggregation of atoms into vas t masses as the sun and stars. The magnificent achievements of Newton proved the sufficiency of gravitation to hold planets and galaxies of stars in orderly systems, but they did nothing to elucidate the structure of the stars themselves. The development of spectroscopy in the nineteenth century enabled astronomers to ascertain that the elements terrestrially known are those comprising all the heavenly bodies. The stars may, therefore, be regarded as vast furnaces for the study of ordinary matter at ·temperatures immensely higher than any obtainable on the earth. ' The highest temperature produced by artificial means is probably not greater than about eight thousand degrees Fahrenheit, while the surface temperatures of stars range from about fifteen thousand degrees Fahrenheit for the sun to three or four times this amount for the stars. We .1 cannot penetrate observationally to the inside of a star; but modern physical and mathematical theory is able to accomplish even that seemingly impossible feat, with the result that stellar interior temperatures are indicated ranging from about fifty to one hundred million degrees. A star is held in equilibrium by the gravi tational pressure inwards and the opposing radiation pressure outwards. The latter prevents the star from collapsing, and the former prevents it from bursting. When, occasionally, the radiation pressure exceeds the gravitational, the star bursts open and appears as a new star with a brilliance perhaps twenty thousand times its former value. In a few months the star subsides into its former appearance.
It is only by its light that a star can be investigated. , By examining its spectrum astronomers can determine I its velocity towards or from the earth, its composition, diameter, dista~ce, structure, temperature, density, and age. One-third of all matter in the universe is diffused through space as sparsely scattered atoms, while the remaining two-thirds is concentrated in the stars. Each star contains the ninety-two elements, but some of these .become conspicuous only by the special light they emit at the particular stellar temperatures. At low temperatures only the gases hydrogen and helium give out light; but at higher temperatures all substances in the form of vapours are recognized.
Until recently it was thought that the innumerable ' galaxies of stars were independent of each other. It has very recently been discovered that all galaxies are receding from · each other with velocities increasing with their distances. Galaxies so distant that their light requires a hundred and fifty million years to reach the earth are travelling away at the velocity of about fifteen thousand miles per second, or . rather they were doing so a hundred and fifty million years ago. The theory of the expanding universe implies that all stellar bodies had a similar origin and thousands of millions of years ago formed a compact mass. An explosion, possibly, caused the primeval mass to separate into galactic fragmen ts flying off in to space with velocities increasing as they recede. This new theory affords a definite calculable time for the beginning of the universe though it is much too short to suit some astronomers. In the end the universe seems destined to expand into invisibilIty, a tragedy that can only be prevented by the invention of a new theory! The problems of cosmical physics are fascinating and significant; and their solution will give humanity a knowledge of the behaviour of the world as aggregations of atoms pulsating with energy.
Modern physics recognizes the existence of space within the atom and between the stars which is immensely greater than the matter interspersed within it. Whether space is to be regarded as mere extension or as extension filled wi th an ethereal medium is a fund amen tal, bu t at present, insoluble problem. The question of the function of space, always in the background of scientific thought, has now been advanced to a position of the first importance. Atoms; molecules, planets, galaxies, are formed of separated parts, but by the action of forces emanating from them they are welded together into structural unity. In pre-Newtonian times the idea of "action at a distance" was entertained, according to which the force could start from the sun and terminate on the earth with nothing happening in the space between them. In a memorable passage Newton sharply condemned this doctrine as repugnant to every mind which has "in philosophical matters a com peten t facul ty of thinking." While admitting the necessity of continuous action of forces in the space between bodies, neither Newton nor ' his successors cou ld formulate any idea of the origin of forces, or of the mode of their conveyance through space. . In the new views of the universe which have been consolidated by Einstein into a comprehensive system of relativity, space of three dimensions and time of one have been combi ned into a single space-time concept of four dimensions in which nei ther space nor time is independen t of the other. The mass and dimensions of a body are so closely allied to the space surrounding them that motion through space alters their values. In the extreme case when a body attains the velocity of light, its mass becomes infinitel y grea t and its length, measured in t he direction of motion, zero. The measuremen t of time also varies wi th the veloci ty of the timepiece, so that at the velocity of light seconds are indistinguishable from eternity. The mass and dimensions of bodies, ins tead of being absolu tely fixed, are exq uisi tely sensitive to motions and automatically adjust their values to t heir velocities. The interaction between matter and space causes some modification of the latter by virtue of which gravitational, electric, and magnetic forces are enabled to act upon other bodiesat a distance. A new and more accurate law of gravitation has been derived by Einstein, by which he predicted the bending of rays of light when passing near the sun.
The problems of space, or of the field between bodies, are not yet solved, but like those relating to the atom and to stars, they are at least, and for the first time, clearly stated. A clear statemen t of the problem is always the prerequisite of a solution.
In atomic physics the methods of investigation are experimental; in cosmic physics they are observational; while in field physics they are mathematical or pure ' reasoning. These three methods of discovering the truths of nature are all necessary and, it is confiden tly beJieved, sufficient ultimately to solve the great problem of the material universe .
. The trend of physical science, to be properly comprehended, must, as we have seen, be viewed in the perspective of twen ty-five centuries of speculation and investigation. The numerous lines of study with which it started have now been merged into three, which in turn are gradually converging into one, the problem of the ether or space itself.
In the first era of science, philosophers', by the processes .of criticism and elimination, narrowed their ideas to the basic concepts beyond which reason could no further go. The Greek mind developed the concept of elements, but was divided between a multi. plicity of elements and a single elementary substance, of which, by endless modifications, all else was formed. After ages of speculation and intellectual uncertainty, the doctrine of elements has been established on an incontrovertible basis by the isolation of a graduated series of ninety-two simple substances, all of which are shown to be stable ,configurations of electrons and protons 'which constitute the two electricities. Still more basic investigations have shown electrons, at least, to be groups of wave patterns in the ether and thus have carried the idea of elementariness in its last analysis to the ether itself. As electricity and matter are now identified with each other, no substance exists in the material universe apart from the ether itself. Though the doctrine of elemen ts has now a concreteness and a perfection impossible of attainment without experiment, yet modern science in idea has merely completed a great circle and arrived where Thales started.
The Greek mind also debated the question of the continuity and discontinuity of matter. After cen turies of occasional conflict, it is only within the last thirty years that the most persistent opponents of the atomic theory have admitted its truth. But the most recent view of electronic structure holds it to be undulatory. From this it follows tha t there can , be assigned t.o the electron no sharp boundary separating it from the ether of which in essence it forms a part. In a very real sense, therefore, matter has the character of continuity as well as discontinuity. The two views are curiously reconciled. Again modern science has completed a circle and has given definiteness and approval to Greek philosophic thought.
The Greek mind also conceived both the heliocentric and geocentric systems of astronomy. The contest over the rival systems was revived by Copernicus and reached its bitter climax with the persecution of Galileo. But the modern doctrine of relativity has now remo,ved the
subject from the realm of controversy by proving that the same effects, such as the distortion of the spherical shape which the earth exhibits because of its rotation, could equally well be produced on a fixed earth by a revolving system of planets and stars. In this most famous of all scientific controversies, modern development has justified both concepts of Greek astronomical thought.
One of the most remarkable and fruitful of recent physical ideas is the "uncertain ty principle" of Heisenberg, which states that a particle cannot simultaneously have both position and velocity. In the physical world position and velocity are mutually exclusive concepts. Ages ago, as we have seen, Zeno most acutely arrived at the same idea though he used it to combat the Pytha.-gorean concept of nature. For a· fourth time, therefore, physical science has completed its circle of thought, and arrived at the concept of Zeno.
Nor did many of the general ideas of the philosophy of relativity escape the Greek mind, though it is only in our own time that they have assumed a mathematical form under the genius of Einstein.
It has been remarked that philosophy grew naturally out of the speculations of philosophers on the fundamental concepts of natllre.
Throughout the Middle Ages philosophy and science gradually drifted apart, the former becoming more speculative and the latter more restricted in scope ,and more concrete in formulation. But as the developments of physical science have approached more nearly the fundamental concepts of nature, the character of physics has in part changed so that a reconciliation of the two great departments of knowledge is evidently in progress. Such a rapprochement is as satisfactory as it is inevitable; for both branches of thought deal with the fundamental concepts of the universe from their respective poin ts of view, and, from whatever aspect 'it may be regarded, it is necessarily , the same universe to all minds.
In circumnavigating the world of ideas, physical science has accomplished far more than a return to its starting point. In the long intellectual journey multitudes of new facts have been discovered, many farreaching principles have been formulated, great vistas of knowledge have been glimpsed and some of their paths traversed. If each generation of scientists has seen farther than its predecessor, it is, in the words of Newton, because it has stood upon the shoulders of giants. The fundamental principles now firmly established have acquired in the process a wealth of significance impossible of realization by their ancient originators.
The physical world is a mechanism though it seems to be of such a type that we can construct no model of it i' n the fashion of the Victorian physicists. But while the mechanism always exists, the complete knowledge of it still is lacki ng. While space and time seem indissolubly united, and matter and energy are regarded as inter-transformable and both identified with electricity, the ultimate nature of the space-time continuum is yet to be dis covered. In a real world the nature of reality itself is an extra-scientific problem, and with the nature of mind and knowledge through which it is apprehended, it must be referred to the philosophers, with whom physical scientists, or, in the older usage, natural philosophers, have now revived their ancien t alliance. '
